The Offices of TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (OTMS) evaluate, protect, market, and license intellectual property generated by research and educational activities at the University of Illinois. The OTMs manage the very first function in the innovation pipeline and play a critical role in helping faculty and students move their ideas from the lab to the marketplace.

For more information:
OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
vpr@uillinois.edu
research.uillinois.edu
Researchers disclose invention to OTM. OTM completes screening evaluation and recommends course of action on commercialization. OTM markets technology to potential partners. University licenses technology to existing or startup company for use in the marketplace. U of I innovations drive economic growth and have societal impact.

For technologies the OTMs choose to patent, a separate patent strategy is identified. Other common ways of transferring University IP include academic and research-use, creative commons, and open sources licenses.